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ABSTRACT
Increase of demand in using cloud computing caused increase of operational costs consumption energy and
resources consumed. As a result moreover satisfying services with quality requested through service level
agreement SLA, we must reduce consuming energy and cost resulting from resources used. According to
too much researches conducted on reducing consumption energy, in this article we will focus on reducing
operational costs resulting from wasting resources using technique of mapping virtual machines to service
providers whose the most important one is using on demand provisioning model which will prevent from
wasting resources and more exploitation of cloud computing and reduction in operational costs. One of the
key aspects of the process is considering load feature of virtual machines. But most tasks done in this field
do not care about it and on the other hand only optimization is noticed. Due to existence of faults and also
high level of exploitation of genetic algorithms in finding fine results in searching space, in this article a
method was presented based on multi-purpose genetic algorithm, where by considering task feature of
virtual machines. Several objectives are considered for optimizing during mapping process. Comparing
results gained from algorithm suggested with a random algorithm and one algorithm in the first multipurpose choice, we can come to this conclusion that the algorithm suggested will establish better results on
providence in resources and reducing operational costs.
Keywords: Cloud computing, virtual machine, multi-purpose genetic algorithm, optimization.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years cloud computing has been known
as the most popular calculation bed for hosting and
providing services based on internet [1], so that
most organizations chose this technology as their
calculation patterns in solving problems related to
IT[2]. To maintain acceptance established in
applying cloud computing, we have to take up some
measures so that two sides (providers and clients)
involved in this technology can reach the maximum
level of satisfaction in using it. Based on this, to
reach client satisfaction and for meeting service
quality requested by them, big cloud computing
providers such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM

and so on created new data centers in different
geographical areas so that by establishing
redundancy and trust capability they can remove
errors made during presenting services and this way
they can improve quality level and reliability in
these services. On the other hand, as demand in
using cloud computing is increased, gaining
providers` satisfaction is not an easy task due to
increase of operational costs (consuming energy,
resources consumed). In [3] it is shown that with
increase of demand energy consumption in data
center of cloud computing had a 400-percent
increase compared to the previous decade. As a
result, to control operational costs, providers of
cloud computing have to reduce consuming energy
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and costs resulting from resources used, moreover
meeting services with the quality requested through
SLA. Since too much research investigated energy
consumption reduction in cloud computing [4-10],
we focus on reducing operational costs resulting
from wasting resources.
One of the most important technologies along
with cloud computing is virtualization. In this
technology we can share resources of a machine
between several applications by using performance
isolated platforms called virtual machines. One of
the most prominent advantages of virtualization is
applying on demand provisioning model. The
model guarantees that users must be provided the
resources they need whose results will be
preventing from waste of resources and more
exploitation of cloud computing and also reduction
in operational costs. Despite virtualization, one of
the subjects raised is process of mapping virtual
machines to service providers. The process is
highly important since it has a great effect on
exploitation of resources. If the process of mapping
virtual machines to service providers is not
conducted accurately and with full awareness with
resource condition, then operational costs will
increase due to waste of resources. As a result, the
process was raised as one of the most important
research fields on cloud computing [4,9-11,13-22]
and to solve it various methods are used such as
linear
programming[13,14,5],
constraint
programming [16,17], bin packing [18,19,20], Ant
colony algorithm[4] and genetic algorithm. One of
the key aspects in mapping virtual machines to
service providers which can cause increase of
efficient in cloud computing is considering feature
of working load of virtual machines during the
process [12], but most of tasks done on this do not
care about it. Also in most researches conducted on
this, only optimization is cared, while in real
problems we can consider various objectives. Due
to defects mentioned earlier, a method was
presented in this article which cares about several
goals for optimization by considering feature of
working load of virtual machines. Since multipurpose optimization problem is among NP-hard
problems, due to high level of genetic algorithms in
finding desirable results in searching space we used
this type of algorithm for finding the best response
in this article. By comparing results gained from
simulating suggested multi-purpose genetic
algorithm with a random algorithm and one multipurpose algorithm, we can come to this conclusion
that suggested algorithm can establish better results
on resource providence and in reducing operational
costs. Next, the article is organized as follows: in
section 2 several recent activities conducted on

mapping virtual machines to service providers were
presented and their faults are mentioned. In
section3, process of mapping and formulas used is
presented officially. In section4, suggested multipurpose genetic algorithm is shown. In secton5,
simulation results are presented and in the end the
article is finished by providing conclusion and
expressing future works.
2

WORK RELATED

In this section several researches conducted on
replacing virtual machines to physical ones are
presented. We investigate works done in this
section from three views:
a) Works in which overloading of physical
machines are not considered:
In [4], an Ant colony algorithm is presented
which deals with mapping problem in permutation
form from virtual machines to physical ones. The
aim of the algorithm is to present a solution so that
it can reduce level of consumed energy and
resources wasted simultaneously. In this algorithm,
virtual machines are mapped based on level of
desirability and probability of movement to
physical machines which are selected randomly. In
[23], an algorithm of dynamic resource allocation
was presented which was based on threshold where
it allocates virtual machines based on their
workload changes to physical machines. To do this
it applies a method based on threshold for
optimizing the process. The algorithm reestablishes
virtual machines in dynamic form based on needed
workload changes in cloud applications and based
on this it creates providence in using resources and
can increase efficiency.
b) Works in which providence in wasted
resources is not considered:
In [24]a developed algorithm First Fit Decreasing
(FFD) was suggested in which each physical
machine was provided one grade as an advantage
and based on this virtual machines are mapped to
physical machines with higher level of score. To
prevent from deficient immigration, two values of
threshold are determined as Rlow and Rhigh. If a
physical machine consumes more than Rhigh, it is
called Highly-loaded and if it consumes less than
Rlow, it is called Lowly-loaded. Then virtual
machines which are only placed in these two types
of machines will have the permission to migrate.
In [12] a modified bin packing algorithm is
suggested in which virtual machines can be divided
into two sets of Cpu intensive and Data intensive.
The algorithm maps virtual machines to physical
machines asked on two rules so that the least
number of physical machines can be determined.
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The first rule is in this way that the maximum
number of virtual machine which is focused on data
mapped on a physical machine should not be more
than k, since too much mapping this type of virtual
machine to a physical one can increase competition
for availability to disk. The second rule is that the
maximum resource demanded by virtual machines
should not be more than the maximum number of
resources present in physical machines.
C) Activities in which physical machine being
overhead and providence in wasted resources are
not considered:
In [25] algorithms of Hybrid and Dynamic Round
Robin (DRR) are presented whose aim is
providence in consuming energy using mixture.
DRR has been an improvement in algorithm RR in
which two rules are used for combining virtual
machines. The first rule is so that if a virtual
machine ended and other virtual machines are being
performed on that physical machine then the
physical machine does not establish a new virtual
machine. The second rule indicates that if one
physical machine does not accept a new virtual
machine for a long time, then all the virtual
machines will move into anther physical machine
and the machines will turn off.
In[26] Green computing algorithm is presented in
which condition of all the virtual machines are
supervised and added physical machines will turn
off, if the system efficiency does not become low.
In [27] an architecture called Green Cloud is
shown which can reduce consuming energy of data
centers. This architecture is capable of supervising
cloud
elements
in
on-line
form
and
comprehensively, it can make virtual machines
move in live form and also it can optimize mapping
of virtual machines.
In[23] a Framework called VM planner was
suggested for reducing energy costs resulting from
the network elements present in data center (links
and routing ). Using dynamic migration of virtual
machines and routing based on programmable
flow-based routing
present in modern data
centers, this framework can reduce the consumption
resulting from network elements moreover meeting
traffic needs. To reduce consuming energy, VM
planner considers topological features and traffic
patterns and based on this it tries to turn off
unnecessary network elements as much as possible.
In [10] an architecture called Energy and CarbonEfficient (ECE) was presented in which an interface
called ECE Cloud Broker can map virtual machines
to physical machines so that consuming energy of
data center can be optimized and as a result Carbon
Footprint is reduced. Broker does the mapping
process based on data such as consumed energy and

rate of carbon production by energy resources in a
data center. The activity conducted in this article is
different with previous ones. In mapping virtual
machines to service providers we suggest a multipurpose genetic algorithm using it we can reduce
number of overloaded service providers and also
the level of wasted resources.
3

PROBLEM EXPRESSING

In a cloud, applications are performed in storage
of service providers which were virtualized totally.
The task of mapping virtual machines to storage of
service providers can be considered a type of Bin
packing problem in which virtual machines are in
fact items and service providers are Bins. Feature of
each item and bin can be described with a leash set
in form of CPU, Memory and Bandwidth all of
which indicate resources requested and leash of
each bin indicates level of resources present. Next
we will provide formulas used in mapping process
and the reason of using it, also symbols used are
shown in table 1.
Table1. parameters used
Variable

S
jS

Definition
Set all servers
All of virtual machines that are assigned to the jserver

TR jp

The total processing capacity of j-server

TR mj

The total main memory capacity of j-server

UR jp

Used j-server processing capacity

UR

m
j

Used j-server main memory capacity

RR

p`
j

The remaining processing capacity of j-server

RR mj
p

TH

TH m
DklB

UDijB

The remaining main memory capacity of j-server
The threshold for all processors
The threshold for the main memory of all the
servers
Required bandwidth between k and l virtual
machine
Bandwidth allocated between i and j virtual
machine

Bij

Available bandwidth between i and j servers

Dkp

Processing capacity required by the k-virtual
machine

Dkm

A memory request by k-virtual machine

TH

B

Bandwidth threshold
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a) Objective functions
Assume that we placed n virtual machines in
three names of Cpu_VMset, Memory_VMset and
I/O_VMset which indicate set of virtual machines
focused on processor, focused on memory and
input and output, respectively. These sets are
dependent on each other, in other words a virtual
machine may include features of all three sets. n of
virtual machine must be mapped on m service. For
simplicity we assume that resources requested of a
virtual machine are not more than resources which
a service provider provides. The aim of mapping
virtual machines to service providers in this article
is simultaneous optimization of three following
formulas (1, 2, 3)
|S |

Min

| RR

p
j

 RR mj |

(1)

Using formula (1), we can gain level of wasted
resource. The more minimum the formula (1), the
less the value. e.g. if in a service provider level of
using the main memory is more than processor,
then mapping of the other virtual machine to this
service provider will face same problems due to
memory shortage and if the problem still exits the
remaining processing resource in this service
provider may not be usable and it will be
considered as wasted resource.
Using formula (2) we can identify service
providers overloaded and calculate level of
overloading. For calculating value of this formula,
m service provider is divided into five groups. The
way of calculating level of overload for each group
is different to other group. This grouping is
conducted based on phrases of (4) to (13). Feature
of each group is up next.

j 1

| M ( j )|
 | M ( j )| p
p | M (i ) | | M ( j ) | B
  D  TR

 D kl  Bij
 D km  TR m
j
j
k
 k 1
k

1
l

1
k
1


i, j  S

p
m
B
TR j
TR j

ij

and (3) and ( 4)

 | M ( j )|
p
p

  D k  TR j
 k 1
jS
(1) and (5)
p

TR j

 | M ( j )|

m
m
  D k  TR j
k

1

jS
( 2) and (7 )

TR m
j

 | M (i ) | | M ( j ) |
B
 
 D kl  Bij
|S |
 k 1 l 1
Min  O j , O j  
i, j  S (3) and (6)
Bij
j 1


| M (i ) | | M ( j ) |
| M ( j )|
 | M ( j )| p
p
B B
 D k  TR j

 D kl
 D km  TR m

ij
j

k

1
k

1
l

1
k
1



p
m
Bij
TR
TR
j

j

i
,
j

S
,

and

and


[
0
,
0
.
5
]


((1) and (8)) or (( 3) and (9)) or (( 2) and (10 ))

else
0











1
X j 
0

|S | X j
Min 
j 1
(3)

|M ( j )|0
else

(1) and ( 2)
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These five groups include:
•
The first groups include service providers
whose level of used resources was more than valid
value and also some virtual machines focused on
processor, focused on memory and I/O are mapped
on them. This group is determined based on
formulas (4) to (7).
•
The second groups include service
providers whose level of processor usage was more
than threshold and also they have some virtual
machines focused on processor. These groups can
be determined using statements (4) and (8).
•
The third groups includes service
providers whose level of memory usage was more
than level determined and also they have some
virtual machines focused on memory. This group
can be specified using statements (5) and (10).
•
The forth group includes service providers
whose connection links are more than threshold
level and also some virtual machines with demand
of communication (focused on I/O) are mapped on
them. This group is specified based on statements
(6) and (9).
•
The fifth group (using statements
(4),(11),(6),(12),(5) and (13)) includes service
providers in which one or several resources in them
may be more than authorized level. They don`t
have virtual machines to be able to influence on
those resources.
p
p
p
TR j  UR j  TH

(4)

m
m
m
TR j  UR j  TH

(5)

|M (i )| |M ( j )| B
B
 Dkl  TH
 i, j  S , Bij  
k 1 l 1

Input:
Set of VMs with their associated resource
demands (CpuD, MemoryD, BandwidthD) and set of
hosts with their existing resources(CpuE,
MemoryE, BandwidthE)
Output:
Set P contains the mapping information of virtual
machines to servers
-------------------------------------------------------------/* Initialization Phase*
1. Set Values of parameters,
 ,  ,  , TH

P

, TH

m

, TH

B

, NV ( number of virtual machines),

2. Grouping virtual machines in three categories.

(7)

k  M ( j ), k  Cpu _ VMset

jS

(8)

k  M ( j ), k  I / O _ VMset

jS

(9)

k  M ( j ), k  Memory_ VMset

----------------------------------------------------

(Cpu _ VMset , Memory _ VMset , I / O _ VMset )

k  l  z or k  l  z

k  M ( j ), k  I / O _ VMset

Since mapping of virtual machines to service
providers is a type of bin packing, we can apply
group genetic algorithm (GGA) which was
suggested by Falkenauer [28].
As the name of GGA suggests, it is a
development of normal genetic algorithm which
was compared for solving grouping problems.
There are also other types of genetic algorithm for
solving grouping problems but what made GGA
prominent is a special coding which was suggested
by Falkenauer. As a result, in this article we used
GGA. Suggested multi-purpose genetic algorithm
code is whons up next.

(6)

and l Cpu _ VMset and z  Memory_ VMset

k  M ( j ), k  Cpu _ VMset

4 DESCRIBING SUGGESTED MULTIPURPOSE GENETIC ALGORITHM

NI ( number of iteration), NC ( number of chromosomes in each population)

 k , l , z  M ( j ) , k  I / O _ VMset

k  M ( j ), k  Memory_ VMset

Next part multi-purpose genetic algorithm is
presented.

j S
j S
jS
jS

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

The point that is worth to mention is that some
service providers may have feature of several
groups together which in this situation value of all
of these groups in formula (2) should be calculated
for the service provider.

3. Descending sorting virtual machines based on
the formula 1 4
4.Creating initial population based on mapping of
presorted virtual machines to servers that are
randomly selected.
5. For all Chromosomes in first population
calculate rank of each Chromosomes based on
sum of formulas
(1),(2),(3) and save them in oldrank array
/* Iterative Phase*/
6. While (number of iteration<=NI)
7. For all Chromosomes in pre population
8.
Randomly select two Chromosomes.
9.
Merge two chromosomes are selected
based on the grouping crossover*.
10.
Import two new chromosomes in a
temporary population.
11. End for
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12. Do the grouping mutation* operation for all
chromosomes in temporary population.
13. For all Chromosomes in temporary
population calculate rank of each Chromosomes
based on sum of
formulas (1),(2),(3)
14. For new population:
Select K 1% of new population from top
ranking chromosomes of temporary population.
Select K2 % of new population from top
ranking chromosomes of old population.
Select K3 % of new population randomly
generated chromosomes.
15. End while
/* Solution Phase */
16. Select topmost chromosome from final
population as Solution
------------------------------------------------------------------------* Grouping crossover and grouping mutation has
been proposed in [28].
Figure 1. Suggested multi-purpose genetic algorithm
p
Dk
|S |
p
 TR j
j 1



m
Dk
|S
m
 TR j
j 1



B
Dk
|S | |S |
 B
j 1 i 1 ij

establishing new population. Selection of
chromosomes of new population is based on
figure3. The reason behind random selection of the
new population is not placing in the local minimum
and creation of generations so that we can cover
more areas of searching domain.

Fig. 2. Forming new population

In the final stage; Solution, among chromosomes
of final population, the chromosomes with the
highest level of significance is selected as the best
VMPGGA solution.
5

ANALYSIS OF EFFICIENCY

k VM _ List (14 )

Figure suggested multi-purpose genetic algorithm
is shown. From now on suggested algorithm is
called CMPGGA. This algorithm is formed on
three steps of initialization, iterative and solution.
In the first step at first parameters needed are
valued and then three groups of virtual machines
are created. next oblivious of grouping of previous
step and based on formula 14, all the virtual
machines are ordered in falling form. After
arranging, virtual machines are mapped to service
providers who were selected randomly and those
with enough resources needed by virtual machines
so that the first population can be gained. In the last
phase of initialization, rank of each chromosome is
calculated and saved in the first population. In the
iterative step in each repetition a new population is
created. In each repetition for all chromosomes of
the previous generation, act of group mixing is
done. Selection of each chromosome for mixing is
in random from. Two chromosomes created in each
mixture activity, enter a temporary population.
After the end of mixing and entrance of all the
chromosomes created in temporary population, act
of group mutation will be done for all the
chromosomes of the population. Then rank of each
chromosomes of temporary population is calculated
and saved. The last phase of Iterative step, is

To analyze efficiency of VMPGGA we created a
simulator based on Java. To this, we consider a data
center with 20 single-atom physical service.
Features of these physical service providers are
selected based on uniform distribution of values
shown in table 2.
Table2. Features of physical service providers
Resource

Capacity

CPU (MIPS)

1000-3000

Memory (GB)

1-10

Network Bandwidth
(Gbps)

1-5

Also 50to100virtual machines are considered for
mapping on this data center. Features of virtual
machines are also selected based on the same
distribution of values presented in table 3.
Table 3. Features of virtual machines
Resource

Demand

CPU (MIPS)

250-1500

Memory (MB)

500-5000

Network Bandwidth
(Mbps)

500-2500
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Remaining needed parameters are selected based
on table4
Table 4. Values of remaining parameters used
Parameters
,  ,

TH
TH

TH

p

Values
0.5
p
0.005TRi

m

m
0.005TR i

B

0.005 Bij

NC
( number of chromosome s in each population

20

Fig. 4. level of wasted memory to various numbers of
virtual machine

NI
( number of iteration )

50

To analyze efficiency of VMPGA, we compare it
with two algorithms of Multi Objective First Fid
Decreasing and Random. In latter algorithm first
virtual machines are ordered based on value gained
out of formula 14 in falling form and then in the list
of service providers which are ordered in falling
form and based on a formula similar to formula 14 ,
the first service provider with sufficient space for
the virtual machine is selected and then virtual
machine will be mapped in it. Next, results gained
out of assessment will be presented.

Fig. 3. level of wasted processing to various numbers of
virtual machine

Fig. 5. Level of wasted bandwidth to various numbers of
virtual machine

Fig. 6. Number of service providers used to various
numbers of virtual machine
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6

Fig. 7. Level of request of overload creator in using
processor in service providers used to various numbers
of virtual machine.

Since most of tasks done in cloud computing do
not care about workload of virtual machines and
only care about optimization of an objective, in this
article we focused our discussion on reducing
operational costs resulting from wasting resource.
By investigating tasks in which overloading of
physical machines are not considered [4] [23],
providence in resources wasted is not imposed [12]
[4] also by activities in which overloading of
physical machines and providence in resources
wasted are not imposed [23] [25] [26] [27] we
presented a method which deals with several goals
for optimizing in mapping process by considering
feature of workload of virtual machines. Then by
comparing results gained from simulating
suggested multi-purpose genetic algorithm with a
random algorithm and an algorithm of the first
multi-purpose choice based on factors such as level
of processing loss,
memory and bandwidth,
number of service providers and also level of
request of overload creator in using processor and
service providers, we came to this conclusion that
the algorithm suggested can establish better results
on providence in resources and reducing
operational costs by presenting an efficient method
we hope to be able to achieve some results with
less operational overload, less level of resources
usage and at the same time the least energy
consumption in cloud computing.
7

Fig. 8. Level of request of overload creator in using
memory in service providers used to various numbers of
virtual machine.

Fig. 9. Level of request of overload creator in using
bandwidth in service providers used to various numbers
of virtual machine.

CONCLUSION
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